
PROVISION

A robust tax calculation engine...
PowerPlan Provision provides the monthly computations, entries and support 
for all current and deferred income tax entries, including deferred taxes 
associated with OCI, NOLs and credit carry-forwards. The module determines 
monthly tax liability across multiple companies, consolidated business segments 
and tax jurisdictions. Provision also handles apportionments, calculates 
effective tax rates by lines of business, business units and consolidation 
levels, and creates monthly general ledger entries, true-ups, footnotes and 
disclosures.

...that streamlines monthly processing...
PowerPlan Provision automatically pulls tax-relevant data from multiple 
sources, contributing to the efficiency and accuracy of the monthly calculations. 
The current and deferred tax processing in the module is incorporated into the 
monthly accrual process, which is controlled individually by M-Item. This meets 
the complex tax and accounting requirements for both regulated and non-
regulated entities, greatly facilitating the monthly and quarterly reconciliation 
process. Provision is invaluable for 10-Q reporting and strengthens the 
controllership function.

...and supports all businesses and jurisdictions.
PowerPlan Provision handles any combination of business segments and 
their associated deferred tax requirements. It is in production at corporations 
with hundreds of regulated and unregulated business, spanning multiple 
taxing authorities and jurisdictions. Provision also calculates state tax at 
both the individual entity and consolidated level. Following IRS normalization 
requirements, these companies book APB11 and FAS109 deferred tax 
liabilities and must provide auditable movements in the Regulatory Asset/
Liability Account associated with deferred tax. Provision meets these complex 
requirements.

VALUE DELIVERED
Reduced Accounting Risks
•  Journal entry creation for current 

and deferred taxes
•  Complete deferred tax subledger 

while maintaining tax basis balance 
sheet

•  Complete APB11 and FAS109 
processing and regulatory asset/
liability recognition

Increased Productivity
•  Faster monthly close thanks to 

process automation
•  Multiple accrual cases to streamline 

true-ups, planning and analysis
•  Comprehensive out-of-the-box 

reporting for 10-K, regulatory and 
other reporting requirements

Lower Cost of Ownership
•  Real-time integration with general 

ledger, tax and compliance systems
•  Flexibility to handle all businesses 

(regulated/non-regulated, multiple 
tax authorities and jurisdictions)

•  Central repository for master data 
like schedule MS, tax credits, 
permanent items and OCI

STREAMLINES THE MONTHLY ACCRUAL PROCESS FOR FAST  
AND CERTAIN MONTH-END CLOSES
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Automation of Tax 
Calculations

PowerPlan Provision calculates and books current and deferred tax at the business unit, 
line of business and taxing authority level. All computations are year-to-date, ensuring that 
any apportionment or configuration changes are trued-up in the current period. Pretax 
Income, Permanent and Timing differences, tax credits, OCI, FIN48 and all other tax items 
are automatically calculated using base interfaces to the general ledger, Income Tax, Fixed 
Assets, DMI48, Microsoft Excel and flat files. Provision tracks forecasts, annual estimates 
and actuals on an M-Item basis. Deferred and current taxes are calculated by individual 
company with true-ups occurring at the parent for consolidated calculations such as FIN18 
and state unitary accruals. Finally, the online workflow provides auditable review, validation 
and tracking of journal entries prior to general ledger posting.

Deferred Taxes

Deferred taxes are calculated and booked independently in PowerPlan Provision by 
Schedule M, taxing jurisdiction and normalization type, providing easy visibility to deferred 
tax balances. Provision’s easy-to-use rates tool creates flow-through/normalized distinctions 
by M-Item and taxing jurisdiction. The deferred tax function accommodates the differences 
between APB11 (calculated using ARAM) and FAS109 deferred tax calculations. All rates 
are effective-dated and easily isolated in deferred tax roll-forward reports.

Tax Adjustments

The unique Return-to-Accrual process in PowerPlan Provision utilizes a 13th month in the 
prior-year case to capture Schedule M differences between the accrual and the tax return. 
This 13th month also calculates the full-year true-up due to changes in rates between the 
accrual and the return. Running reports from January through Month 13 provides an as-filed 
look at the annual provision. The current and deferred tax calculated in Month 13 is then 
automatically pushed to the current-year case and booked in an adjustment period that is 
reported separately from current-year activity.

Dynamic, User-Defined 
Reporting

PowerPlan Provision’s out-of-the-box reports are highly configurable and meet both the tax 
department’s regulatory and financial footnote reporting requirements and the company’s 
internal review and variance analysis needs. The payable subledger reports balances and 
payment/accrual activity in the tax payable accounts by tax year. Tax basis balance sheet 
reporting validates that timing difference balances are accurate. Finally, Provision provides 
multiple types of accrual “cases” to facilitate budget or scenario analysis. These features 
dramatically simplify the reporting process while lowering audit and tax risks.


